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Service Tip

05/24/17

Subject: YHE Outdoor Sensor Failures
We have reports from the field of YHE outdoor sensor failures. We’ve tested some of the returned sensors
finding most were either open, shorted or outside of the expected temperature to resistance range. The issue has
been reported to the factory and they are working with their supplier so determine if this is isolated or part of a
broader issue. The majority of returned sensors has come from our coastal customers but at this point we don’t
know for sure if that is coincidental or not but it part of the ongoing investigation.
The original sensor part number is S1-02547280000. The picture to the left shows the sensor along with some
of the corrosion found on the tip of many of those we inspected. Until the factory completes their investigation
they have approved the use of a replacement sensor (S1-02532701016). See the picture on the right.

Take note that the plug on the end of the original sensor must be reused as the replacement sensor does not have the
termination plug. The technician cuts the plug off the original sensor then cuts the stay-con connectors off the new
sensor, using wire nuts with electrical tape to splice the wires. Applying dielectric grease to the spliced connection points
is a good practice to protect it from corrosion over time. The end of the new sensor can be allowed to hang from the
bottom of the box. We can provide the sensor and 1 hour of labor to a contractor who experiences the failure but each one
must be submitted to York’s field service group for an SI. We are asking that all failed sensors be returned to your local
VA Air branch as we are testing and returning them to the factory to assist with this investigation.
Note: Both sensors are 10k negative coefficient thermistors so attached is the temperature to resistance chart which
allows a technician to measure and validate the sensor performance.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me or your local Virginia Air Technical Service Manager if you have any questions.
Regards,
Jack Bartell
Director of Service and Training

Can be used for all 10k thermistors (temperature sensors) used on York Products such as liquid or discharge,
ambient or bonnet sensors found on heat pumps. Also, some but not all space sensors are 10k thermistors

